American Horticulturist
Is Something Missing From Your Garden?

Is your garden missing jewel-like flowers floating on a shimmering water surface and the darting brilliance of goldfish? Are you missing the melodic sounds of water spilling from a fountain, vessel or waterfall?

What you need in your garden is a water lily pool. A water lily pool is a garden whose plants like damp to very wet feet. Fish and frogs like to live there and butterflies will like your garden better than ever. A water garden is simply one of the most satisfying forms of gardening. If you haven't one, you are missing a great deal of satisfaction from your garden.

Let Lilypons and TETRA POND help you to get started today by ordering one of our durable TETRA POND 32 mil, flexible 2 ply PVC pool liners. So easy to install and maintain you will ask yourself why you waited so long to begin this adventure.

Choose from the seven sizes listed (sizes are approximate, for depth 1½' to 2' in your own design):

- Lilypons water gardening catalogue subscription
- 10' x 16' liner makes 6' x 12' pool
- 13' x 20' liner makes 9' x 16' pool
- 20' x 26' liner makes 13' x 23' pool

Use your personal check or circle credit card: AE  CB  CH  DC  MC  VS.

Card Number: __________ Exp. Date: ______
Name: __________________________ Address: ________________
City: ___________________________ State: __________ Zip: ________ Phone: ( )

Catalogue free with liner order. California (6%), Maryland (5%) and Texas (7%) residents please add sales tax.

Lilypons Water Gardens

1526 Amherst Road
P.O. Box 10
Lilypons, Maryland 21717-0010
(301) 874-5138 Washington Local 428-0696

Suite 1526
P.O. Box 1130
Thermal, California 92274-1130

1526 Lilypons Road
P.O. Box 188
Brookshire, Texas 77423-6188
(713) 934-8928 Houston Local 391-0076
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On the Cover: In late spring, the yellow lily-like flowers of this eastern native droop modestly at the tip of a leafy stem. Blooming in open woods in New England, Ohio, and as far south as northern Florida and Louisiana, Uvularia perfoliata may also be called merrybells, wood merrybells, perfoliate bellwort, wood daffodil, haybells, or cowbells. For help in making sense of botanical and common names, see page 34. Photograph by Jesse Harris.

Left: Your vegetable border will do double duty as an ornamental border when you include plants such as this lacy-flowered sea kale. For more ornamental vegetable choices, turn to page 26. Photograph by Pamela Harper.

Errata: The bougainvillea photo captions on pages 23 and 24 of the December magazine were reversed. In the November News Edition, the drawings on pages 1 and 2 should have been credited to Artemas P. Richardson.
Renewing a Tradition

For more than 200 years—before, during, and after George Washington’s ownership—the Society’s land on the banks of the Potomac River, called River Farm, has been the site of horticultural endeavors. One crop replaced another as patterns of profitability or desires of the stewards changed. By the time the American Horticultural Society moved its headquarters to this historic site in the early 1970s, the original structure had grown into a gracious mansion complemented by appropriate garden areas, all respecting earlier traditions.

It is in keeping with the past that the Board of Directors has initiated a program to revitalize the traditions of River Farm, not only for our members but also for surrounding communities and for the nation at large. The grounds offer a unique opportunity for us to collect, display, evaluate, and identify plants that truly merit recognition in gardens all across the country. For too long we have delayed planting our land with the new advancements in horticulture, but this beautiful setting above the river has niches for all sorts of collections that will increase our knowledge and enthusiasm for gardening, making our surroundings a “mini-showcase” of gardening achievements.

The Enid A. Haupt Charitable Trust made it possible for River Farm to become a center for American horticulture, commemorated in grand festivities highlighted by Mrs. Richard Nixon planting a tree. Now the grounds need to be made as beautiful as such a center for horticulture deserves. This calls for the involvement of all members, and I encourage you to join the directors in making River Farm a rich experience for all American gardeners.

Carolyn Marsh Lindsay
Sculptured 14kt gold. Glistening emeralds. And a brilliant diamond.
The ultimate rose.

The rose. More radiant than ever before. Blooming in a romantic ring of solid 14 karat gold and set with a dazzling full-cut diamond. Surrounded by precious leaves of faceted emeralds.

An original design by The House of Fratelli Coppini. Master jewelers who have crafted exquisite works of art for Europe’s titled and elite for more than two centuries.

Indulge yourself in jewelry so exclusive you won’t find it in the finest Fifth Avenue shops... or even in the world-famous Coppini studio. Brilliant design. Uncommon value at $750. It’s available only from The Franklin Mint.
The Coppini Rose Ring. Elegant. Fabulously rich.

COMMISSION AUTHORIZATION

The Franklin Mint
Franklin Center, Pennsylvania 19091

I wish to commission The Coppini Rose Ring, to be crafted of solid 14 karat gold and set with four faceted emeralds and a full-cut diamond.

I need send no payment now. I will be billed shortly before shipment for a deposit of $150.* and, after shipment, in 4 equal monthly installments of $150.*

*Plus my state sales tax.

Indicate ring size
If no size is specified, you will receive a ring sizer to enable you to determine the correct size with your first invoice. Correct fit is guaranteed. If the ring does not fit when you receive it, you may return it for replacement.

NAME ____________________________
ADDRESS ____________________________
CITY/STATE/ZIP ____________________________

Please mail by April 30, 1988.

THE COPPINI ROSE RING - EXCLUSIVELY FROM THE FRANKLIN MINT
S
everal years ago Patricia Fountain and her husband, Andrew, bought a small house and shop in the heart of an English city. At the back was a very small, untidy yard, thirty feet long and fifteen feet wide. Four enormous sycamore maples (Acer pseudoplatanus) grew in a row against a boundary wall, blocking all light from the house. The day after they moved in Andrew cut these down; what remained was a rectangle of rubbish-strewn, unkempt grass with a concrete path leading to a wooden shed with a rusted iron roof. A ramshackle gate opened onto a back alley.

There were two positive features. The yard faced due south and got sun from ten in the morning to four in the evening, in spite of high neighboring walls. And a high garden wall of old red brick, in a fair state of repair, gave privacy on one side. On the other side was a chain link fence through which had grown tangled boxwood hedging mixed with honeysuckle, about three feet wide and obviously untouched for years.

After replacing this fence with a wall of decorative concrete block, they extended the new wall across the yard for better proportion and to screen the shed and alley, now reached through a gate between stone pillars.

How should they proceed? Two things Patricia knew: she wanted space to stretch out in the sun on those few days when the English climate invites this, and she wanted to grow a lot of different plants in this small space. She first thought of a rock garden with alpine plants; however, she had reservations about this idea. Rock is costly, and a “poor man’s rockery” of broken concrete would not be aesthetically acceptable. Besides, wouldn’t a miniature mountain look ill at ease within the confines of a city lot? Patricia’s decision to forego a rock garden proved to be a good one. As she recently remarked, “Thinking small developed my interest in alpines, but certainly not to the exclusion of all else.”

Finally they reached a decision. They would build raised beds along the sides and bottom of the lot and pave the ground.

RIGHT: Pleasingly curved raised beds highlight plantings in the Fountains’ renovated garden.
FAR RIGHT: Plants in this garden corner include Rosa ‘Marlena’, Ceanothus ‘Marie Simon’, Alchemilla mollis, Dianthus, campanulas, creeping phlox, variegated ivies, small hostas, Tolmiea menziesii ‘Variegata’, and Cornus alba ‘Elegantissima’ with clematis growing through it.
The yard had two positive features; it faced due south and got sun from ten in the morning to four in the evening, and a high garden wall of old red brick gave privacy on one side.

The walls of the raised beds were built of reconstituted stone. This is stone crushed and re-formed into blocks, a product more readily available in England than actual stone, and less costly. Because they are uniform in size and shape, these blocks do not lend themselves to dry construction and crevice planting, so they were cemented together. For paving, the Fountains chose one-foot-square slabs to give the illusion of greater space. The slabs were set in sand so that water could drain away rapidly, a distinct advantage over solid paving in a cool and rainy climate.

For the raised beds, they used soil that had been excavated from the paved area; no soil was brought in. The garden had not been cultivated for several years, but the soil was sweet, rich loam. Although it
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PASSAGES UNLIMITED, INC.
PRESENTS AHS TRAVEL 1988

Again in 1988 Passages Unlimited has designed three unique trips for the Society's membership. It is our great good fortune to have Dick Hutton, Board member and President of Conard-Pyle/Star Roses, as our tour leader for two of these offerings. Back by popular demand is his trip to see The Gardens of the Riviera & Burgundy (June 11-25), featuring one week in the south of France and one week on the barge 'Janine' in Burgundy. In October we will Fall Into Spring when Dick will also lead a three week trip of 'Rhododendrons and Roses' through the extraordinarily beautiful gardens of New Zealand, with a possible extension to Tahiti.

By contrast to these exotic destinations we are also presenting the AHS 'In Home' In Virginia (April 23-May 11) with a tour during Historic Garden Week to visit many Restoration and private gardens. We will conclude our week with a visit to the Society's Headquarters, River Farm.

For information, please check below & mail this coupon to: Passages Unlimited, Inc. 14 Lakeside Office Park Wakefield, MA 01880 or Call 1-617-246-3575

☐ Gardens of the Riviera & Burgundy (June 11-25)
☐ Fall Into Spring (October 20-November 5)
☐ AHS 'At Home' In Virginia (April 23-May 11)

Name ________________________________
Address ________________________________
City __________ State __ Zip ______________
Phone ________________________________
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was alkaline, they grew ericaceous plants successfully by using plenty of peat and dosing the plants twice a year with liquid iron. A bed intended for tiny alpine plants was surfaced with quarter-inch turkey grit; the other beds were mulched with peat (unsuitable where summers are dry or very hot), ground bark, or mushroom compost.

Bearing in mind its role as a place for sunbathing, the Fountains resisted the temptation to grow plants in the paving, with the exception of a few pockets around the edges. An oregano (Oreganum laevagatum) was put in one of these, with the gray wall behind providing an excellent foil for the haze of purple-bracted flowers on foot-high reddish stems. The reddish brown (purple in gardening parlance), glossy-leaved rosettes of Ajuga reptans 'Multi color' spread out to hug the gray paving from another pocket, demonstrating how well these two colors accentuate each other. Purple-leaved, blue-flowered Viola labradorica filled another pocket.

This was Patricia's first garden, and while planning and construction were going on, a collection of plants accumulated. "I knew nothing about plants," she said; she learned by reading and by trial and error. The book she found most helpful was a picture encyclopedia with all the plants shown in color. She made a list of those she liked, then tracked them down by visiting dozens of nurseries and garden centers. Some plants that she couldn't find were grown from seed, including the dwarf, cut-leaved Paeonia tenuifolia.

From the beginning, Patricia realized that because the whole garden was in view all the time, the plants had to "earn their keep;" in other words, they had to have a long flowering period, attractive foliage when not in flower, or at least the grace to die down neatly without leaving a mess behind. The larger shrubs had to be amenable to severe pruning to keep them within bounds and also to underplanting with perennials, small bulbs, or non-invasive ground covers. She was very taken with variegated plants at first, especially ivies. "By the end there wasn't much uncovered wall." Plants soon discarded included delphiniums (except the charmingly bushy dwarf, Delphinium grandiflorum) because they invariably got wind-damaged, and Patricia was determined not to stake and roses, because they were too much trouble with black spot and mildew—"although I did keep one or two very small ones."

It didn't take long to decide that most flowering shrubs, with their showy but brief burst of bloom, did not earn a place in a small garden. Homes were found for them in the larger gardens of friends. One of those retained was the dwarf Russian almond, Prunus tenella 'Firehill'. In spring, before the leaves appear, this is massed with single flowers of a glowing reddish-pink. Left to grow as it chooses, it becomes a lax, three-foot bush. Instead, this specimen was pruned to a vase-shaped, multi-trunked framework with a rounded head of flowering branches, freeing the ground below right up to the trunk for such plants as hardy cyclamen. Cyclamen repandum flowers at the same time as Prunus tenella and has blossoms of a matching rosy pink, but it is not very hardy and was lost in an

---

**Dead?**

45¢ worth of Miracid® could have saved this $50 plant!

When Azalea, Rhododendron or other evergreens turn sickly yellow, they could be dead before you know it. The problem is "yellow anemia" (Chlorosis) often caused by iron deficiency, soil alkalinity or malnutrition. These plants need Miracid.

**Miracid feeds, ironizes, acidifies**

Ordinary plant foods just feed, but Miracid stops "yellow anemia"; stimulates new growth and keeps plants green and beautiful.

**Miracid works fast to**

Miracid works fast to save plants from "yellow anemia." Goes to work in seconds. You'll see results fast.

**Why foundation plants need Miracid**

Harmful alkaline lime from cement foundations is continuously leaching into the soil, causing "yellow anemia." Miracid helps maintain proper soil chemistry, keeps your valuable plants growing strong and beautiful.

**New easy way to treat all**

Apply Miracid with new Miracle-Gro No-Drip Feeder.

**Stamps**

Stern's MIRACID Feeds * Ironizes * Acidifies

**THESE PLANTS NEED MIRACID**

Azalea Camellia Rho/odendron All Evergreens

A/ulandra Adenophora Azalea Blueberries Camellia Dichondra Dogwood Evergreens

**FOR:**

- Gardeners
- Landscape designers
- Nurserymen
- Retail garden centers

- One packet feeds up to 2 plants
- One shaker feeds up to 20 plants

**Please mail to:**

New MIRACID Feeds, Ironizes, Acidifies...it works in seconds! 45¢ postpaid. Send to:

Stern Products Company
P.O. Box 20216
Cleveland, Ohio 44120
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The American Horticultural Society
P.O. Box 10250
Des Moines, Iowa 50336-0250

Please send me absolutely FREE and without obligation your
144-page hardbound volume HOUSEPLANTS. If you do not hear
from me within 14 days, send me subsequent volumes of your
Illustrated Encyclopedia of Gardening for free examination,
at the rate of one every 6 weeks. Any book I keep will be billed
at $13.95 (plus my state sales tax and $1.45 for shipping and
handling). There is no minimum number of books to buy
and I may cancel at any time.

HOUSEPLANTS will still be mine to keep FREE in any case.

Expert Advice
To Keep Your Houseplants Healthy And Beautiful

Bring the vibrant beauty of nature's
glorious colors into your home. With 144
pages of practical gardener-to-gardener
advice on over 400 houseplants from
America's leading authorities.

Learn the 9 things you should know
when buying a houseplant...the
right way to repot plants...how to
fertilize, prune, and start plants from
cuttings. And much more.

HOUSEPLANTS is your free introduction
to The American Horticultural Society
Illustrated Encyclopedia of Gardening.
Every volume in the series is:
• Hardbound with a soil- and water-
resistant cover.
• Filled with full-color photographs
and diagrams.
• Illustrated with step-by-step instructions
on every aspect of the subject.

This authoritative series is
designed to make you an expert. And
your home and garden the pride of your
neighborhood.

First in a Series

ORDER FORM

SIGNATURE

NAME

ADDRESS

CITY

STATE, ZIP

Limited Offer...
Please mail by May 31, 1988.
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exceptionally cold winter. The hardest and
easiest species is C. hederifolium, with au-
tumn flowers of pink or white followed by
leaves exquisitely patterned in gray and
green that last all winter long.

Numerous foliage shrubs earned their
place, with gray, yellow, purple, or var-
iegated leaves from spring through fall.

Purple-leaved kinds included a cut-leaved
Japanese maple, barberries (Berberis thun-
bergii cultivars), smokebush (Cotinus cog-
gygria 'Royal Purple'), and Weigela florida
'Folias Parpuresces', a very compact kind with
dusky pink flowers and purple-flushed
leaves, sold in the United States as 'Java
Red'. Among those with yellow leaves were
cut-leaved elder (Sambucus racemosa 'Plu-
mosa Aurea'), the full-moon maple (Acer
 japonicum 'Aureum')—a very slow-grow-
ing tree, and Spiraea x bumalda 'Gold
Flame', which has yellow leaves tinted with
pink and bronze. This shrub grows to about
three feet. An even smaller spirea is 'Gold
Mound', or 'Golden Princess'. Gray-leaved
shrubs included lavenders and the lovely
but tender Convolvulus cneorum, a small
bush with silver leaves and white saucer-
sized flowers.

Cornus alba 'Elegantissima' (syn. 'Ar-
genent-marginita') was placed against the
bottom wall. This has white-edged leaves
and bright red winter stems. Red-flowered
Clematis 'Mme. Edouard Andre' was en-
couraged to ramble through it, one of sev-
eral clematis in the garden. Among the best
for small gardens are hybrids of the Amer-
ican C. texensis, such as crimson-flowered
'Gravetye Beauty' and pink-flowered
'Duchess of Albany'. Among small varie-
gated shrubs, few are prettier than Salvia
oficinalis 'Tricolor', a form of culinary
sage with leaves dappled pink and white.
It is less robust than ordinary sage and
seldom long-lived, but it is fairly hardy,
readily available, and certainly worth trying
wherever ordinary sage succeeds. Raised
beds give it the fast drainage it needs.

Raised beds are a good way of stretching
space in small gardens. They accommodate
more plants than a similar area of
level ground because those at the front can
hang over the edge, occupying partly ver-
tical space and softening the contours of
the wall. Evergreen moss-pinks or creeping
phloxes do this job particularly well. They
are U.S. natives and do even better here
than in England. They include Phlox sub-
ulata, Phlox nivalis, Phlox bifida, and hy-
breds between them. One with particularly
large pink flowers called 'Winifred' was
raised in England; the others in Patricia's
garden came from this country, including
white-flowered 'Sneetchen', one of the
smallest, lusty, large-flowered 'Red Wings';
the aptly named 'Coral Eye'; seashell pink
'Millstream Laura'; and—the best blue—
the rather loose and ragged 'Millstream
Jupiter'.

Other front-line plants included Gerani-
um sanguineum, one of the world's most
robust and adaptable plants, the very pale-
green G. sanguineum 'Lancastriense' (syn.
'Sternatium'), and Geranium dalmaticum,
with glossy leaves and flowers resembling
pink butterflies. Two charming front-row
plants—powdery blue Campanula iso-
phylla and brighter blue Convulurus
mauritanicus—are not very hardy. To Pa-
tricia's surprise the campanula—usually
grown as a houseplant—survived a hard
frost. The convolvulus did not. Patricia
attributes this unexpected hardiness to the
raised beds—"because cold air sinks." I'm
inclined to think it has more to do with
sharp drainage; winter wet often kills plants
that survive much lower temperatures where
the soil is well drained. In cold regions
Campanula isophylla could be replaced by
the hardier C. portenschlagiana or the very
vigorouc C. poscharskyana with its trail-
ing stems of starry blue blossoms.

Small perennials of upright habit were
set further back, some grown for their
flowers: Veronica 'Heidekind', with chubby
spikes of bright pink flowers, is an ex-
ample. But the main emphasis was on foli-
ge plants, including yellow-leaved Hosta
'Kabitan'; Sedum spurium 'Variegateum'
with leaves of cream, pink, and green;
glaucous-leaved pinks (Dianthus); Ja-
panese painted fern (Athyrium goeringianum
'Pictum'); and heathers (Calluna) with foli-
ge of gray, yellow, orange, and bronze.
Alchemilla conjuncta (often sold as A. al-
pina, a less attractive species) has leaves
lined and edged with a silvery sheen. A
little bugle-weed with contorted purple
leaves attracted a lot of attention. No one
seems sure of its correct name, but here in
the United States it usually circulates as
Ajuga 'Rubra Contorta'. The most col-
ourful of all the foliage plants was Hou-
tuynia cordata 'Chameleon' (syn. 'Varie-
gata') with leaves of green, yellow, and
bright pink. This U.S. introduction, origi-
nally from Japan, is a very invasive plant,
but invasive plants are easily controlled in
small gardens; it is in large ones that they
get overlooked and out of hand. In any
case, Patricia's plant had little chance to

SUNDIALS
WEATHER VANES
WEATHER INSTRUMENTS
FREE CATALOG

Wind & Weather
PO Box 2320-AH
Mendocino, CA 95460
(707) 937-0323

More than just a pretty space.

Send for our NEW Portfolio.

Janco brings homes to life all across
America. With over 125 standard
models—from state-of-the-art
Solarooms to traditional horticulture
greenhouses—you can count on Janco
for years of sunlit pleasure.
Call 1-800-323-6933 for a FREE color
brochure or for $5.00 we'll send you
"Janco Environment," our exciting new
color portfolio of brilliant possibilities,
complete with prices.
Visit or Mastercard welcome.
Or write to: Janco Greenhouses
Dept AM-4, 9390 Davis Ave
Laurel, MD 20707
In Maryland: (301) 498-5700

\[Janco\text{\ Greenhouses}\]
Finally, pants designed for gardening, with built-in comfort and knee protection.

I garden about 20 hours a week. That means a lot of kneeling and bending over. One day, hot, uncomfortable and with sore knees, I started wishing for the perfect gardening pants. They would have built-in knee pads, thick and always in place. Plus a waist that expanded when you bent over instead of cutting you in two. And they'd be as sturdy, but cooler than the overalls I was wearing. Since no such pants existed, I had a pair made up by a friend, just like I wanted them. Everybody I met wanted a pair, so I named them “Greenknees” and now you can buy them from me. They have specially-designed pockets on the knees. Inside each is a knee pad similar to the one football players wear. High density foam. Two layers each 9/16-inch thick. In between, cushion of air. You can kneel on rocks and feel like you're on clouds. When you wash the pants, just slip the pads out. There's a water repellent nylon lining in the knee pocket to keep away ground moisture. The back half of the waist band is gathered with a sturdy, 2-inch band of elastic. The waist gives when you bend. The pants are most comfortable when worn with suspenders. So I offer a pair made of top-grade 1%2-in. thick white elastic webbing. For those who prefer a belt, I offer an excellent one of the same elastic. There's a holster for your hand pruners sewn on to the right leg. Indispensable. And where you usually find a watch or coin pocket, there's a shallow little pocket just big enough to get your thumb and forefinger into. It's for seeds.

Greenknees are made in the USA of the best 10 oz. domestic cotton twill. It breathes better than denim and is more comfortable, and is very durable. Everything is double-stitched and buttacked for long life with rugged use. Greenknees come in one color—a deep green. (If you garden, that's what color the knees end up, no matter how they start.) There's just one style for both men and women. The cut is full, for maximum comfort. There are six sizes: XS (25-28); S (28-31); M (31-34); L (34-37) and XL (37-40); XXL (40-44). If you want to garden in comfort, get yourself a pair of Greenknees. If someone you like gardens, give them a pair. They'll thank you every time they bend over or kneel.

Bob Denman

Addresses:

Name ___________________________ prs. Greenknees gardening pants @ $39.95 ______
Address ___________________________ prs. suspenders @ $10 ______
City ___________________________ Elastic belts @ $5 ______
State ___________________________ Subtotal: ______
Zip ___________________________ Shipping @ $3 pr. ______
Sizes: ___________________________ CA residents add ______
__________ yrs. leases ______
Telephone (_____) ___________________________ 6% sales tax ______
______________________________________ Total Enclosed: ______
______________________________________ Check __________ Money Order ______

GREENKNEES

Bob Denman & Co.

2913 Saturn St., Suite H. Brea, CA 92621 (714) 524-0668
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Those of us who garden in wooded settings are always eager to make the acquaintance of pleasantly formed plants that flourish in muted light and mix congenially with other residents of the shady border. One appealing but often overlooked accompaniment to the medley of plants that thrive in shade is our own native *Asarum*, commonly known as wild ginger. These woodland perennials renew their low-growing foliage in early- to mid-spring with a fresh ascent of “roundish, glittering leaves,” as Gertrude Jekyll describes them in her *Colour Schemes for the Flower Garden*. Unusual pod-like blooms appear at the base of the leaves during the last weeks of winter, when a gardener’s senses are keen for fresh signs of spring’s approach.

Wild ginger flowers hide beneath the previous year’s foliage in ground-hugging clusters that invite entry and pollination by tiny insects. Such reclusiveness creates little display, but poking through leaves and mulch to uncover the pod-like flowers is an enjoyable rite of spring. When they first form, as early as mid-February here in the Southeast, the curious flowers are pale pink and fleshy-looking.

A friend of mine calls *Asarum* “piggy-plant” because these earliest flowers remind her of baby pigs. Finding the first wild ginger blooms each year was a favorite springtime ritual of her childhood; she recalls first seeing them in a woods near her grandmother’s house in the foothills of Randolph County, North Carolina. Perhaps “piggy-plant” is a local or even a family creation; I’ve yet to find it in any gardening reference. Some sources do refer to the blooms as “monkey-jugs,” which seems apt. As they mature, the flowers harden somewhat and turn a dull greenish-beige with a stippling of fine purple dots. When fully developed in mid-spring, they resemble miniature urns.

Each petal-less bloom consists of a rounded calyx that contracts somewhere along its length, then flares into three pointed lobes that either spread outward or turn inward in various figurations. Slight differences in flower shape are important keys to positively establishing the identity of different species of *Asarum*. Since the blooms form capsules which deteriorate after releasing seed, certain identification is best made during the peak weeks of spring, when the flowers are fresh and plump.

---

**LEFT:** The marbled foliage of *Asarum virginicum* brightens shady spots. **ABOVE:** *Asarum canadense* elegantly covers the ground beneath azalea ‘Red Wing’. **RIGHT:** *Asarum virginicum*. With shy blooms and sprightly leaves, this native plant enlivens shady plantings.
**DAYLILIES**

1/3 OFF SALE

Get more for your money by acting NOW...
Plus FREE "Big Name" Bonus Plant
(on orders of only $200 or more)

Get dazzling color and enviable gorgeous blooms THIS SUMMER, or make your home floral arrangement notably beautiful with WILD'S guaranteed top quality, magnificent Daylilies. A rare and limited opportunity, so select your old favorites and choose from the glamorous new varieties, all at 1/3 off prices shown (min. order $10), plus $3.99 packing and handling charge. Order NOW! All orders must be received by April 30, 1988.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cat.</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>080</td>
<td>2.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>081</td>
<td>2.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>082</td>
<td>2.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>083</td>
<td>2.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>084</td>
<td>2.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>085</td>
<td>2.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>086</td>
<td>2.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>087</td>
<td>2.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>088</td>
<td>2.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>089</td>
<td>2.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**EACH PLANT LABELLED**
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Wild's plants are true to name and guaranteed delivered safe. Wild's ships only large, sturdy, well-cared-for and healthy plants ready to take root and produce prolific blooms.

SEND NOW FOR OUR 92-PAGE COLOR CATALOG

Choose from more than 1300 varieties of Peonies and Daylilies. Catalog shows many in full color and gives timely planting tips and instructions. Sent FREE with minimum $10 order, or send only $2.00 for catalog (deducible on your first catalog order).

**NO G.O.D.'S. PLEASE**

GILBERT H. WILD & SON, INC.
AH-485 Joplin St., Sarcoxie, Mo. 64862-0338
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**AMERICAN NATIVES**

**Asarum in the Wild**

Some sixty species of wild ginger are found across Canada, the United States, Europe, and China, frequented the dappled shade of deciduous forests in low-growing clusters of leaves. In the spring, new stems of tightly-folded leaves climb upward from narrow, lengthening rhizomes which lie just beneath the soil. As the leaves open fully, they form symmetrical heart, kidney or arrow shapes, prompting descriptive common names like arrowleaf and heartleaf. Some species are vaguely suggestive of cyclamen in shape and coloration. Leaf sizes and textures vary widely.

The smallest wild gingers sport leaves only two inches wide, while the leaves of larger species can span six inches. Foliage comes stippled with fine hairs, or is smooth and glossy, on stems from five to twelve inches long. The leaves of many mottle with a pleasing silvery coloration as they mature. Some are deciduous, dropping their leaves in winter; others are evergreen in habit, although the overwintering foliage may dry to a dull purple-brown in cold temperatures. Most species are hardy in zones where temperatures do not drop below minus twenty degrees.

In North America, the most widely distributed species of wild ginger is Canada wild ginger, also known as Canada snake-root (A. canadense). It meanders over a wide territory from Canada to Minnesota, southeast through the mountains of North Carolina to Alabama, and west to Arkansas and Kansas. The finely-haired leaves form rough heart-shapes, between four and six inches wide, on stems from eight to twelve inches in length. Canada wild ginger has bell-shaped purplish-brown blooms about one inch long.

Two principal Asarum species grow on the west coast of North America. British Columbia wild ginger (A. caudatum) is native to British Columbia and to the Pacific Coast, where it resides in shady California forests. Its downy, rounded leaves are two to six inches in diameter, and the blooms are quite large with unusual lobes that lengthen into two-inch tails. A. hartwegii is described as another particularly handsome west coast resident. Its variegated dark green leaves (about three inches wide on eight-inch-long stems) have finely-haired undersides and are marbled with silvery coloring. Both of these species are evergreen in habit, but their leaves do die back in severe winters where temperatures fall to minus twenty degrees.
Here in the southeastern United States, at least fifteen different species of wild ginger have been identified. About half of these are separately classed as *Hexastylis* by some taxonomists because of the structure of their fleshy, wide-lobed flower. A few of our native species are available from mail order nurseries, as is the glossy-leaved European import, *A. europaeum*, which is more commonly seen in American gardens than our own natives.

Herbalists in Europe, Asia, and America have used the dried rootstock and leaves of *Asarum* for a multitude of different medicinal purposes. Although a pleasing, spicy aroma emanates from the roots, leaves, and blooms of *Asarum* if they are wounded or bruised, this group of plants bears no relation to the true Ginger family (*Zingiberaceae*). Wild ginger belongs instead to the Birthwort family (*Aristolochiaceae*), keeping company with another odd-blooming North American native, Dutchman’s pipe (*Aristolochia durior*).

North American Indians dried the roots of *Asarum* for use as a seasoning in stews, and the colonists soon learned to use them for flavoring. Dubbing the native plants Indian ginger, colonial writers tell of boiling and preserving the root in a sugar syrup to create a sweet nibble reminiscent of candied ginger. In more recent times, George Washington Carver flavored teas with the dried leaves and rootstock of *Asarum* and recommended its fresh spring leaves as a salad garnish.

Even though *Asarum* is not on the list of endangered and threatened species, wild populations should not be disturbed. The nurseries listed on page 45 offer stock propagated from seed or cuttings, not collected from the wild or purchased from collectors.

**Asarum in the Garden**

I was fortunate to have a stock of native wild ginger already in residence on the wooded hillside where we built our house seven years ago. Two different species of *Asarum* inhabit our sloping city lot: Virginia wild ginger (*Asarum virginicum*, also known as *Hexastylis virginica*) and arrowleaf wild ginger (*A. arifolium* or *H. arifolia*). Their pretty shapes and coloration prompted me to tend to them. They’ve since thickened into lustrous specimens without showing any notion of becoming invasive. The clumps seem content to stay in place, renewing their shy blooms and shapely leaves each spring with little fuss.
AMERICAN NATIVES

Their presence unifies a rather haphazard naturalized border planting in a roughly triangular bed defined by our paved driveway and a narrow path of rounded stepping stones.

A native deciduous azalea, or pinxterflower shrub (Rhododendron nudiflorum), anchors this mixed arrangement of both native and cultivated shade-loving plants. Some volunteer bloodroot (Sanguinaria canadensis) and native ferns are interspersed with cultivated hostas, with both solid and variegated leaves. Alpine strawberries define one rounded perimeter of the planting. The clumps of wild ginger grow in their original positions, several flanking the wild azalea, their glossy foliage, which begins to show itself in mid-April, coinciding with the arrival of the native shrub's delicate pink blooms. By the time shade-loving annuals are added for summer color, the newest wild ginger leaves have developed their characteristic marbling. This subtle green-and-silver coloration accents the bright flowers of wax-leaved begonias and impatiens.

Some Hints for Growing

In the wild, *Asarum* grows in shady forests where the soil is littered with the falling leaves of hardwoods; so they relish a slightly acidic soil, rich in organic matter. In my yard, the thick mulch of shredded leaves and pine straw surrounding the clumps of wild ginger is renewed each fall to a depth of four to five inches. Otherwise, they require little attention. When the first new leaves begin to ascend in early spring, a small amount of dried cow manure or cottonseed meal is loosely worked in. With this bit of stimulation, the decomposing mulch seems to provide ample nourishment and also the preferred soil acidity. If growing conditions are favorable, tiny seedlings sometimes volunteer around the base of established plants after the fruiting capsules dehydrate and deposit their seeds in early summer. With careful handling, the seedlings can be pricked out and transplanted into containers filled with a well-textured potting mix. These slow-growing plants are quite shallow-rooted so they wither easily; frequent visits to check and water the pots are required. They take a full year or more to reach any size for planting out in the border and require careful attention. During the winter, the pots should be given protection in a cold frame or cool greenhouse and watered regularly.

Existing plantings can be increased more rapidly by division in spring or fall. Just below the surface of the soil the narrow stems of wild ginger thicken and elongate. These shallow, ridged rhizomes should be carefully dug, separated, and replanted at the same depth as the parent clump with a generous watering in. A fall transplanting works best, when nights are cool and rains are on the increase.

It is unfortunate that *Asarum* is an underrated and little-sought-after perennial. Such a pleasing, dependable border inhabitant surely deserves "a place in the shade" in your garden.

—Barbara Scott

Barbara Scott is a writer and gardener living in Raleigh, North Carolina.

---

**TAKE THE PRECAUTIONS NECESSARY WITH MOST PESTICIDES, AND YOU COULD FRIGHTEN THE BUGS TO DEATH.**

Conventional pesticides are made from petrochemicals. So you're well-advised to make certain that they don't come in contact with your body, and that you don't inhale their fumes.

Safer" pesticides, on the other hand, aren't petrochemical-based. Scientifically derived from biodegradable ingredients, Safer products kill bugs and weeds, but they're safe to use, indoors and out. Even around children and pets.

You decide. Are you going to use a pesticide that requires you to dress to kill? Or are you going to take the Safer approach?

**Safer**
The Safer Pesticide
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ed soil and red clover, the color of a robin’s breast, cover the roadsides of the interstate highway as the car moves into the foothills of Georgia’s southern Appalachian mountains. About seventy miles southwest of Atlanta, rolling farmland suddenly gives way to a different scene near Pine Mountain Ridge. On both sides of the road are woodlands, colored here and there with flowering trees and shrubs. The traveler is entering the 2,500-acre preserve called Callaway Gardens. At the gate is a sign: “Remove nothing from the gardens except nourishment for the soul, consolation for the heart, and inspiration for the mind.”

Here, in the midst of woodland pines, is a breathtaking setting for enjoyment of the outdoors. It was planned that way by Cason Callaway who, in 1940, dedicated his energies and fortune to developing this park-like retreat where people could come to vacation, or for study and contemplation.

When Cason Callaway first began to develop this mountain and valley, he engineered and then excavated a 175-acre body of water that he named Mountain Creek Lake. Callaway realized that good and plentiful water is one of the most precious assets of any area, and he determined to make the most of it. All in all, he created thirteen major lakes, most of them twenty feet in depth. Natural streams feed the lakes and connect one body of water to another. These streams were lined with fieldstone to trap silt and keep the lakes clean. A few of the lakes are used for swimming and fishing, others for irrigation of the plantings along their banks. Most attract birds and other wildlife. All are mirrors reflecting Callaway Gardens’ beautiful plantings.

In early spring, over 700 species and hybrids of azaleas, both deciduous and evergreen, all members of the genus Rhododendron, come into glorious bloom. As many as three-quarters of a million people visit the gardens annually, with the greatest number arriving during the Azalea Festival, which runs from the last week of March through mid-April. The azaleas seem to be visible everywhere a car can drive, a jogger can run, a hiker can walk, and a bicycle can be pedaled.

The largest concentration is in the bowl-shaped lakeside area called Azalea Trail. It is home to American natives and to the Indica, Kurume, Glenn Dale, Back Acres, and Satsuki hybrid groups. Here, beneath a canopy of sweet gums, tulip poplars, hickories, and loblolly pines, are azaleas that would impress any fancier. The northern visitor may recognize ‘Blaauw’s Pink’, ‘Glacier’, and ‘Hershey Red’, evergreens that are hardy in slightly colder winter climates, though most here are best suited to United States Department of Agriculture (USDA) Zones 7 and 8.

The native deciduous species are of special interest. Blooming in April is the Piedmont azalea, Rhododendron canescens, in both its pink and white forms; the oconee azalea, R. flammeum; and the pinkshell, R. vaseyi. Also widely planted at Callaway is the Alabama azalea, R. alabamense, a native that has delicate, deliciously scented white blossoms. Another with fragrance is the stoloniferous coastal species, R. atlanticum, with white blooms that are sometimes flushed with red. The flowers of these early shrubs are of almost every color im-

ABOVE: The fragrant white Rhododendron alabamense, the Alabama azalea, is widely represented at Callaway Gardens. RIGHT: Easter lilies, white Dianthus, and red and white gloxinias enliven a spring display at the Sibley Horticultural Center.
Callaway was inspired to devote the rest of his life to restoring and preserving native plants.

The plumleaf azalea was largely responsible for the existence of Callaway Gardens. In 1930 industrialist Cason Callaway brought his family to vacation in nearby Blue Springs, Georgia, and it was here that he first began to study nature. One summer day he discovered the beautiful orange-red flowers of an unknown plant, which he gave to his wife, Virginia, to identify. She found that it was *R. prunifolium*, a shrub that grew only in this very restricted area of the Appalachian Mountains. This discovery, according to family lore, inspired Callaway to devote the rest of his life to restoring and preserving native plants so that they might never disappear.

In 1938 Callaway retired from active participation in his cotton mills and purchased 30,000 acres in Harris County. Much of it was eroded farmland that had lost its fertility to the very cotton crops upon which his fortune had been based. Using scientific principles, he began vegetable farming. In 1949 the industrialist decided to pursue further projects. On the western edge of his holdings he excavated lakes, reforested pastures, planted wildflowers and other ornamentals, and built a nine-hole golf course. He was creating a retreat for his friends, mostly golf enthusiasts, so that they could enjoy their game in a more beautiful setting. Eventually, the project became too enormous to remain private. In 1952 he gave the gardens to the Ida Cason Callaway Foundation, named in honor of his mother, and the gates were opened to the public.

In 1953 Fred Galle was appointed director of horticulture. Callaway had already planted over 5,000 magnolias and was reforesting with trees and shrubs on a grand scale. For many years this garden director supervised the annual planting of from 10,000 to 20,000 ornamentals. However, Galle’s prime interest is azaleas (in 1985 he published the encyclopedic tome, *Azaleas*). Among other projects, he propagated and made available to nurseries the rare and then little-known *Rhododendron prunifolium* which had so inspired Cason Calloway.

During this time, crab apples, flowering quinces, viburnums, magnolias, and other shrubs and trees were being added to the gardens, along with less familiar plants such as silverbell, *Halesia carolina*; beautyberry, *Callicarpa americana*; oakleaf hydrangea, *Hydrangea quercifolia*; and red buckeye, *Aesculus pavia*.

When Cason Callaway died in 1961, his
D uring the span of one April day, the following woodland plants were found blooming on the wildflower trail: 
*Sedum lyra* 
*Salvia lyrata*, the lyre leaf sage, with lavender flowers; 
*Hypoxis hirsuta*, the yellow star grass; 
*Asarum shuttleworthii* "Callaway", a highly prized variegated form of the wild Canada ginger discovered by Galle in a group of plants obtained from an estate; its close relative *Asarum arifolium* (syn. *Hexastylis arifolium*); 
*Silene virginica*, the fire pink, with five narrow petals; 
*Stellaria pubera*, a showy chickweed; and 
*Chrysogonum virginianum*, the goldenstar.

Guided tours, symposia, and nature walks are constantly in progress at the gardens. At the Overlook Pavillion staff members keep bird feeders well-filled, provide binoculars for visitors, and help identify unknown species of birds. Season Platt, Callaway’s bird guide, believes that over 225 birds are residents or migratory guests.

Mid-summer visitors to Callaway enjoy “Mr. Cason’s Vegetable Garden,” its home demonstration section is used as the stage for the television program, “The Victory Garden.” The wild muscadine grape, Callaway’s specialty, is cultivated here.

Dr. William Barrick, an assistant professor of ornamental horticulture at the University of Florida, became the garden’s second director of horticulture in 1980 and is now director of gardens. Dr. Barrick was the guiding force behind the design, construction, and plantings of Callaway’s recent—and most dramatic—project, the Sibley Horticultural Center.

In 1984 the original display greenhouses at the preserve were entirely replaced with a new five-acre conservatory named after John A. Sibley, a noted Georgia lawyer, statesman, and garden benefactor. Ten years in planning, the conservatory was conceived during the energy crisis and incorporates such conservation features as solar radiation stored in pools and rock walls. The roof of the structure, made of silicone-coated fiberglass pads, seems to float overhead like billowing clouds; the walls are of glass blocks. On chilly days twenty-six glass doors are shut to retain the heat, but they are left open much of the time to catch prevailing breezes. Fans and mist are also used to cool the interior in hot weather.

Moving from one room to the next, the visitor passes through the tropics, a rock garden, and a fern grotto, all connected to the outdoor gardens. Each greenhouse is separately temperature-controlled. Trellises of rust-resistant steel support such lovely climbing vines as jasmine and honeysuckle. A bit of humor is added by animal topiaries—wire sculptures covered with tiny-leaved green plants.

Dr. Barrick searched through seven states to locate many of the basic ornamentals used as backing for the floral displays, which are changed six times a year. The April 1987 exhibit featured white Easter lilies, red and white *Dianthus*, pink *Primula obconica*, and purple *Streptocarpus*. Euphitas and pink and white Martha Washington geraniums added color excitement. Outdoors, beds of pansies, green lawns, curving benches, and an arch of American hornbeam trees enlivened the spring picture.

The impression given by the conservatory plantings is of complete control and superb horticulture. The visitor cannot be less than amazed at the contrast between this carefully monitored modern garden and the casual woodland plantings of the preserve itself.

Fall 1988 will see the completion of the Day Butterfly Center. Exhibits of this kind are known in England, the Orient, and Australia, but this will be the first in the United States. Staff lepidopterist Frank Elia is designing a garden of tropical plants especially appealing to butterflies; appropriate species of these beautiful insects will be introduced and encouraged to mate and oviposit. Outside the Butterfly House a display of hardy flowers and annuals is planned, with an emphasis on favorite butterfly larval and nectar foods. Visitors will be able to see how they can lure these beautiful creatures into their own gardens. Butterflies usually remain in the catarpillar stage for only a few weeks, so the damage from their leaf-eating cycle is only minimal. It is hoped that the project will demonstrate the importance of leaving part of every garden in a semi-wild state so that the continuity of life will remain unbroken.

The “garden in the piney woods” continues to expand. New bicycle trails for the enjoyment of visitors were opened in the fall of 1987. Future projects include a central information center and the construction of a nature study building in which Georgia wildlife will be interpreted in detail.

Cason Callaway probably would not have been surprised to see the continued expansion of his original plans. Before his death he had already seen the greatest part of his dream come true. Above all else, Callaway was a visionary who knew that few worldly investments can match one enduring legacy—the restoration and preservation of the beauty of our world.

Ruby Weinberg is a gardener and writer living in Califton, New Jersey.
A Salute to the
FLAG

BY PATRICIA TAYLOR

One of the delights of gardening is discovering a splendid but long-neglected plant. The yellow flag, *Iris pseudacorus*, is just such a treasure, one that deserves to find its way into more American gardens.

While you will not often find yellow flags in today's flower beds, you can see them in Monet's painting of his garden at Giverny and in reconstructions of medieval medicinal gardens, such as the Bonnefont Cloister garden at the Cloisters Museum in New York City. In a more informal setting, you may spy yellow flags meandering along the banks of streams throughout their native England, or in moist areas in our own country.

This prolific plant is of ancient lineage; in fact, it is widely held that the "lilies of the field" mentioned in the Bible were probably *I. pseudacorus* since lilies are not native to biblical lands, whereas yellow flag appears in profusion. The rhizome of *I. pseudacorus* has been used in medicinal applications, and the flowers are the source of a beautiful yellow dye.

*Iris pseudacorus* is a member of the beardless or apogon group of the rhizome division of the genus *Iris*. As such, it is a cousin of the Siberian iris, *I. sibirica*, and the lovely Japanese iris, *I. kaempferi*. Generally, one finds *Iris pseudacorus* classified under the "miscellaneous" or "other" descriptions for the apogon group. The apogon irises lack the conspicuous hairs found on the falls of the familiar bearded irises and normally have smaller, more fibrous rhizomes.

The yellow flag bears a strikingly attractive flower which appears in late spring; legend has it that its graceful yellow petals are the inspiration for the fleur-de-lis depicted in heraldry. Though each flower blooms for only a short time, the plant produces many sequentially-flowering blooms. The falls of the iris flower are often veined in brown, or they may have a brownish blotch called a signal, though there is considerable variation in this characteristic.

The true distinguishing feature of this iris is its swordlike foliage, which is much coarser and more luxuriant than that of its Siberian and Japanese relatives. Many grow yellow flag for this reason alone. The three- to four-foot-tall, curving wands make an elegant addition to any garden. Indeed, the English author Lys de Bray claims that the yellow flag foliage can reach six feet in ideal conditions.

*Iris pseudacorus* was named by Linnaeus and translates as "false acorus." This is to distinguish it from the beautiful bog plant, *Acorus calamus*. Perhaps it is the combination of its botanical name and the undeniable fact that it thrives in water gardens that has led many gardeners to relocate the yellow flag to a wet spot and to ignore it in the perennial bed. The plant is strikingly effective when grown in pools in sunken containers, where it adds a contrasting vertical to the smooth surface of the water; however, the plant will actually grow just about anywhere—except in the driest conditions—from southern Canada, through most of the United States, and across the ocean to Europe, North Africa, and Asia Minor.

LEFT: The water-loving *Iris pseudacorus* has naturalized in many parts of the United States; this yellow flag adds a lively touch of color to a scene along a Washington, D.C., canal.
Iris pseudacorus: Variations on a theme

Conisiderable variation exists within the species Iris pseudacorus. Some of the subtler differences, more elegantly shaped flowers or a paler yellow color, interest gardeners with a discriminating eye; others are more obvious. Foliage striped with golden yellow or ruffled double flowers attract those with a flair for the dramatic. The height of the flowers, the amount of brown veination on the outer petals, and the presence or color of the signal (blotch on the outer petals) may also vary. Most nurseries that offer the yellow flag probably sell a form that they consider to be particularly good and worth distributing.

Jean Cooper, owner and operator of Cooper's Garden, a small nursery specializing in species iris (see Sources), notes that not many selections of Iris pseudacorus are validly named as cultivars—that is, vegetatively propagated from one original source. Often the cultivar names that exist are used loosely and attached to any variant that fits the general description. Although these unusual forms are more difficult to obtain than the species, many can be found at specialty nurseries. A few of the cultivars you may want to try once you are hooked on this attractive perennial are listed below:

- 'Variegata'. Grown for its exceptionally beautiful foliage, this form elicits enthusiasm from knowing gardeners. The green- and yellow-striped leaves provide a striking spring foliage effect. The coloration, however, gradually fades and by mid-summer has disappeared. Its yellow flowers are distinctively blotched with brown. Imagine it pondside with butter-yellow primroses and uncurling fern croziers.

- 'Alba'. As with many plants, 'Alba' is used to distinguish forms which have white flowers. This form, usually less vigorous than the species, has white flowers without a signal. It may be difficult to obtain.

- 'Bastardi'. This cultivar name is probably used to describe a variety of forms which have pale flowers. Frequently mentioned in British gardening books, this unfortunately-named form has elegantly shaped flowers, also without a blotch or signal. Gardeners who wish to avoid the strong contrast that bright yellow provides will find these paler forms combine more modestly with bellflowers and hardy geraniums.

- 'Flore Plena'. This form has been described as spectacular by some, and as cumbersome and terribly ugly by others. The fact remains that double flowers provoke controversy. For those gardeners with a taste for the frilly, 'Flore Plena' has fully double flowers on stout three-foot plants.

Selected forms of Iris pseudacorus must be propagated by division to maintain special characteristics. Removing seed capsules, a small job compared to weeding out unwanted seedlings, is important, as these forms will not come true from seed. However, those interested in growing plants from seed will find a wide variation of colors in the progeny of a paler yellow plant. Plants from seed may flower the second year, but will probably take three years. Unless seed is being saved for a particular purpose, though, it is still best to diligently deadhead.

The future may bring even more cultivars of yellow flag to American gardeners. In England a hybrid called 'Holden Plough' is available, and a seedling from the hybrid has been selected which is said to have longer-lasting flowers. Already German growers are offering named cultivars and tetraploid forms, though iris growers in this country who have tried them say they are not exceptional. Forms will probably appear with different colorations and sizes, and perhaps one will prove as useful to gardeners as 'Variegata'. However, the beauty of the species, with its fine yellow blooms atop an ever-expanding clump of swordlike deep green foliage, will never be eclipsed. —Laura Coit
Assistant Editor, Horticulture
Lanning Roper, an American writer who wrote a garden column for the London Sunday Times, described the yellow flag in a 1967 book as follows: "Iris pseudacorus grew happily in the margins of our pool in London in not more than six to eight inches of soil on top of the cement bottom. It always flowered both in full sun or half-shade and was virtually trouble-free. This iris seeded freely and came up in shady borders where the soil was left undisturbed. Surprisingly enough, it even seeded in a very dry unpromising position under a Lombardy popular."

Boston-area landscape architect and author Joseph Hudak echoes Roper's comments about the adaptability and sturdiness of this plant. In Gardening With Perennials, Hudak writes that "there seem to be no pests or diseases."

Such, sadly, has not been the case in my garden, where I do not use pesticides nor spend the time in manually assuring a more healthy environment. Under truly adverse conditions, my yellow flags have occasionally suffered from borers, rot, slugs, and black vine weevils.

Amazingly, these plants have survived and even increased—albeit slowly and not in the vigorous manner described in some books. Their graceful foliage arches over clumps of Hosta undulata and is flanked by the contrasting but equally sturdy fronds of sensitive fern, Osmunda sensibilis.

The fact that Iris pseudacorus is a stalwart in my garden is a strong recommendation for those who like easy-care plants. The growing instructions also make the yellow flag attractive to lazy gardeners; all that is necessary is to dig a hole large enough to lightly cover the rhizome and its roots with soil. During dry spells, watering will allow the plant to maintain its height and lusciousness, and that's it. As Lanning Roper noted, this iris will even seed itself in the most unlikely places without any outside help. To circumvent this opportunistic trait, which may lead to many an afternoon spent weeding out seedlings, remove the seed pods when blossoms are spent.

Most experts recommend a spring or fall planting for yellow flag rhizomes, which may be added to a sunny or partially shaded spot in the garden. The rhizome is a slender one and does not like to be left exposed for too long a time. Unlike some beardless irises, the yellow flag will tolerate a limey soil.

This vigorous and adaptable perennial competes effectively with bigger, bolder irises; in fact, its elegant refinement and simplicity make it quite an attention-getter in the garden. And for the gardener who wants to step back a little from chores such as dividing and staking, this easygoing plant makes an ideal garden companion.

The elegant Iris pseudacorus may be the answer to an indolent gardener's prayer

here she stood with tears in her eyes on a sunny August afternoon, when all seemed right with the world. I tried to console her. “But just think, Mary Ann. We can dry them in the sun, give them some shellac, and make baseball bats out of them.” The tears became sobs.

“I checked the zucchini just three days ago, and they seemed so small,” she said. A dozen long green clubs were strewn around the vegetable garden. I knew very well that the compost heap would be their ultimate destination.

“Couldn’t you rise from that hammock once in a while and walk out to the garden to check the vegetables? Besides, real men are supposed to take an interest in vegetable gardens.” The key word here, veteran observers of such internecine horticultural scenes will note, is “out.” Here was my out.

“Dear, the real problem isn’t you, it isn’t even me, and it may not be the zucchini at all.”

“What do you mean?” she asked suspiciously.

“It’s distance, of course. The vegetable garden is so far from the house that no one can be expected to check the zucchini daily. Out of sight, out of mind. The answer is to get them down near the kitchen, where we can keep an eye on them.

“We’ll do a border on the lawn by the end of the driveway. There’s good drainage and plenty of sun, just what most veggies need. And when we are preparing the bed, a truck can back up with a load of cow manure and drop it without putting tracks on the lawn. Six-by-forty feet ought to be a respectable size for the border.”

“Well, zucchini does have attractive foliage in a way,” she mused, “and summer squash isn’t too bad.”
The seed was sown, so I quickly said, “And we can add some delphiniums and ligularias and ce­ phalarias. These will complement the zucchini—you know, the vertical with the horizontal, appropriate line material for the eye to feast upon. Good gardening is good matchmaking, I always say.”

A dark cloud came over her face. “You’re a tricky one, McGourty. You’re trying to get another perennial border into this garden. No way! I’d just end up having to take care of it.”

“Oh, all right, love, I’ll meet you more than halfway. I’ll dig the bed and let you choose all the plants. Just include some vegetables that have attractive foliage, and finish off the border with some handsome herbs, unusual ones if they fit in. Arrange everything as if you were doing a perennial border that size. Do groupings, too. We don’t want visitors to think we run a roadside stand on the side.”

Mary Ann did a rough plan using zucchini and squash in the spine of the border, which had to be widened to seven feet, since a full-grown cucurbit usually has a girth several times the size of the average fullback. We planned to use the front and rear verges of this island border for other plants with a hefty leaf texture that could stand up well to their husky companions.

**COLES TO NEWCASTLE**

Neither of us is unduly fond of cabbage, there being a limit to the amount of cole slaw that a small family can eat. However, one object of our visual affection happens to be red cabbage. ‘Ruby Perfection’ was the cultivar we planted, but any good slow­­to-mature red one would do. Five or six plants faced down the zucchini quite well, though Gertrude Jekyll probably would have turned over in her grave and whispered to Luytens, “These Americans!”

To keep Miss Jekyll resting in peace (by planting closely coordinated colors together and grading them appropriately), Mary Ann might have opted for putting another kind of cole plant, purple kohlrabi (‘Early Purple Vienna’), next to the red cabbage as another frontal. It has soft purple­gray notched foliage and brightly colored “bulbs” (tubers actually) which resemble little basketballs caught in hoops.

At the risk of bringing more coles to Newcastle, kale—ornamental (“flowering”) kale—and ornamental cabbage should be mentioned. Kale, if well grown, is an attractive plant, and Mary Ann sometimes incorporates a few of them in the front of the border, usually near cabbages because of the contrast in foliage texture. Kale has crinkled leaves (most notably along the edges), whereas cabbage has smooth foliage, though the Savoy-type cabbage with puckered leaves (a good alternate for a frontal site) might be confused with kale by new gardeners.

Mary Ann is generous in her planting of kale, usually setting out about fifteen seedlings of a dwarf (to fifteen inches) blue ‘Vates’ selection, whose young leaves are selectively picked in summer for salad mix­­ings with some of the more bland lettuces. As the season progresses and plants get stockier, the leaves are cooked as a spinach substitute or in soup making. The harvest continues until November or so, when the remainder makes its way to the freezer. In milder climates, and even in our own, a longer harvest is possible with a covering of salt hay or evergreen boughs, but deer...
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force the issue with us and their foraging ends the season.

Ornamental kale, or “flowering kale” as the catalogs call it (all kales flower but not all are ornamental), is the autumn scene-stealer in the vegetable border. Although we set out young plants in late spring, they are incomprehensible until cool weather after Labor Day turns their centers vivid purplish-pink or white. In the highly conspicuous ‘Peacock’ strain, plants can be eighteen to twenty-four inches across, the deeply cut foliage presenting a mass of color that might be deemed vulgar in midsummer by some gardeners. I don’t mind ornamental kale a bit in late fall because it has the scene much to itself, with no competing colors nearby. This is autumn going out with a bang, weeks after tree leaves have fallen. In areas where the fourth season is relatively mild, the display may last far into winter. It’s edible too—in spite of a singularly unattractive gray color when cooked.

One insect in particular needs mention when the cole vegetables are discussed. This is the cabbage looper, which looks just like another little moth hovering over the garden. It is, in fact, sighting targets in the ruffles and folds of kale and its kin for egg-laying. Soon little green worms, voracious as a group of hyperactive twelve-year-olds at a fast-food restaurant, devour the foliage. They can be controlled to an extent by hand picking, but over the summer several applications of B. (Bacillus thuringiensis), a biological insecticide that works, may be necessary for good control. On the other hand, I grew ornamental kale over a period of ten years before the cabbage worms discovered it, but we live in a rural area without gardens nearby, and maybe the word was slow to get around to all the little loopers.

As a footnote, Mary Ann also chose to include sea kale (Crambe maritima) in the border, mainly because we had a few young plants grown from seed that we obtained in Europe, where it is native along the coast. It looks much like a non-heading cabbage, with large coarse gray-green waxy leaves with waxed and occasionally indented edges. Growing to at least a couple of feet in height and width in well-nourished soil, sea kale, which is a perennial, is sometimes
used as a frontal plant in large English borders. In our more modest-sized American ones, mid-border placement is safest. Graham Stuart Thomas, one of England’s leading horticulturists, refers to sea kale as having “perhaps the most beautiful of all large glaucous leaves” (Perennial Garden Plants).

Other Ornamental Vegetables

Lettuce is not the ideal plant for ornamental borders because succession plantings are needed through the season if there is to be a continuing display. Usually three or four plantings are required in our area because of our cooler summers, and we always seem to have seedlings coming along in window boxes for eventual transplanting to the border. Looseleaf sorts, not heading types such as ‘Iceberg’ (which has about as much taste as an iceberg), work best for us; we can pick a few leaves at a time without marring the display. ‘Ruby’ is the standard red for ornamental purposes, but it has all the flavor of boiled cardboard, so try ‘Red Sails’ or ‘Red Rapiids’. ‘Green Ice’ and ‘Black Seeded Simpson’ are green-leaved selections we come back to from year to year. Lettuce is a good vegetable to experiment with because only a brief period is lost if the particular variety is a disappointment.

Spinach is an attractive vegetable for the short term, but it bolts with summer heat, so we give preference in the ornamental border to the Swiss chard known as rhubarb chard. With red midribs and leaves that turn from green to maroon as cooler nights come along in late summer, this is one of the most striking plants of its kind. We start this annual from seed in late April or May either on the site or indoors, and by midsummer it is two feet tall. A dozen or so plants enable us to selectively pick leaves through summer and autumn (sometimes to December) for salads and, later, for cooked greens. A number of quarts end up in the freezer too. Occasionally there are leaf miner problems, and if they are severe, we skip growing chard for a year or two to try to break the cycle.

Rhubarb (Rheum rhabarbarum) is a subject of disagreement for Mary Ann and me. I think of it as a bold foliage perennial with striking white flowers that would put a goatsbeard (Aruncus) to shame, but to me it is totally worthless in the kitchen. Mary Ann thinks of rhubarb as a superb dessert and a fine toner-upper at breakfast to get the tastebuds in order for a spring
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OF CABBAGES, KINGS, AND KOHLRABI

day, but she regards it as a coarse plant in the landscape whose only redeeming use is to face down a compost heap. So we compromised by choosing an ornamental rhubarb, Rheum palmatum var. tanguticum, which grows a good four feet in every direction and has sumptuous cut leaves.

Cardoon (Cynara cardunculus), a close relative of the globe artichoke, is another striking plant, with deeply incised silvery prickly leaves three to four feet long that combine well with plants having large uncut leaves. I like it in the border with rhubarb chard, and it is nice with red cabbage too. We grow cardoon as an annual, but it is perennial where winters are mild, the bloom stalks rising the second year to a height of seven or eight feet and bearing violet thistles.

I don't suggest growing cardoon as an edible in the ornamental garden, because this involves hitting soil around the stems in the same fashion as asparagus is blanched in Europe. The stalk has a mild, slightly nutty flavor but frequently has the texture of guitar strings. In Switzerland, where the culture of cardoon is a finer art than in our own garden, it is commercially tinned and sold in supermarkets. But cardoon gets high marks as an ornamental, and no less a horticultural don than Graham Stuart Thomas refers to it as one of the most magnificent of all herbaceous plants. For a striking change from mundane plant fare, set out three young cardoons in a half whiskey barrel container on a sunny terrace, and watch them take off. Growth will be quite full even if you forget an occasional watering, but for special lusciousness work a little slow-release fertilizer (Os­ mocote 14-14-14) into the soil mix at planting time.

Ornamental peppers, less than a foot tall and tidy in growth, are good candidates for the front of the border because they are of interest during every stage of fruit maturation, which occurs over a long period in summer and early fall until frost strikes them down. Depending on the selection, the fruit may be round or rocket-shaped. 'Little Dickens', going from yellow to orange, is a good example of the latter, and it is quite edible. A pleasant change is 'Midnight Special', with purplish-black foliage and bright red fruits. It is an excellent plant for containers too, mixed with annual dusty miller for its gray foliage and with black mondo grass (Ophiopogon planiscapus 'Arabicus'), a perennial that we return to the ground or cold frame at the time of autumn frost. Sweet alyssum (Lobularia maritima), in white- or purple-flowered selections, is another good companion for 'Midnight Special'.

Okra doesn't get a good press very often, particularly from Northerners, and even Mary Ann, who is from Virginia, prefers to be out of town when I am making a mess of it in the kitchen. Still, it has a place in the larger ornamental vegetable garden, especially the selection with red pods. These must be appreciated for their maroon color in the garden or as dried ornaments, for they turn green when cooked. Okra is a big plant in every respect, growing four feet tall. It is a member of the Mallow family, and the yellow hibiscus-like flowers are among the most attractive in vegetabledom. Incidentally, the more okra pods you pick, the more flowers you will get.

There are plenty of other ornamental vegetables, including Chinese cabbage selections and eggplant—of particular note is one variety with fruits that mimic chicken eggs. Jerusalem artichoke (Helianthus tuberosus) is a possibility for the rear of a large border. Its yellow sunflowers, borne on eight-foot stalks in late summer, give a floral dimension to the border, which is largely dependent on foliage boldness and contrast for effectiveness. However, this plant tends to be invasive, and it is best to reset a few tubers in sunken containers each spring so that it doesn't take over the garden.

Our ornamental vegetable border varies from year to year, and we also include some herbs to round out the plantings. We usually have parsley and bronze fennel, basil, salad burnet, garlic chives, purple-leaf perilla, catmint, and red orach. Latitude of choice exists, but there are limits. One spring when Mary Ann was late in planting, I gathered together a dozen seedlings of feverfew (Chrysanthemum par­ thenium) from the compost heap and planted them in the border, knowing they would give a good floral account of themselves. Despite my protest that the ancient Romans had actually used feverfew foliage to add pungency to egg dishes, Mary Ann uprooted them with the remark, "None of your weedy perennials here!" Oh well, I got my rhubarb in.

Frederick McGourty, a landscape designer, lecturer, and author, is co-owner, with Mary Ann, of Hillside Gardens, Norfolk, Connecticut, a nursery specializing in uncommon perennials.
Enzymes: a growth miracle?

by Pat Branin

(Branin was the organic gardening columnist for the San Diego Union.)

Did you hear what happened on Frank’s farm?

Some readers will remember a story published in the San Diego Union April 6 reporting a new soil conditioner made from enzymes. The first inkling I had concerning this product for gardening and commercial agriculture came from Acres, USA, a farmer’s newspaper published monthly in Raytown, MO.

The editor and publisher, Charles Walters, Jr., gave permission to quote the story about Frank Finger, a biodynamic farmer near Larned, Kan., and his experiments with enzymes on his soybean and alfalfa fields.

The difference between an inkling of information and an in-depth probe is about the same as Mark Twain’s definition of the difference between a lightning bug and lightning. So when the opportunity offered, I made a trip to Frank Finger’s farm.

There I set foot on the first enzyme-treated soil I have ever knowingly trod upon. All of central and eastern Kansas looks like a beautifully planned and meticulously maintained park, and Frank Finger’s farm seemed to have an extra glow of well-being.

To understand what agricultural enzymes are and what they do, you must first know what they are not. Enzymes are not a fertilizer nor a plant nutrient.
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Enzymes—the life force of the soil
What's in a Name?

Anyone who has ever mumbled awkwardly when faced with a botanical name such as *Ceratostigma plumbaginoides* or *Eschscholzia californica* has probably wondered a little wistfully why there can't be a simpler way to designate plants. It hardly makes sense, one might argue, for a name to be weightier than the plant itself. Wouldn't it be easier just to use common or folk names? Surely any imaginative gardener could do better than *Anigozanthos manglesii*!

When discussing plant nomenclature, however, it is important to remember that although many botanical names do not dance trippingly off the tongue, they were developed for a distinct scientific purpose, that of classifying plants according to a universally understood system. This enables gardeners in any country to communicate effectively. Common names, for all their poetry, cannot fulfill this purpose; in fact, people in different countries, or even in different regions of the same country, have given well-known plants different common names. For example, what to an Englishman is a marigold to us is a calendula. What we call a marigold, he calls an African marigold. What is known as *Eschscholzia californica* to us is *Caltrop* to others. Experienced gardeners in any country must indeed learn the botanical names, cumbersome though they may be.

When discussing the old custom of giving the same name to several different plants, and many different names to the same plant (fifty-six names have been recorded for the marsh marigold or *Caltha palustris*!), she admits that we must indeed learn the botanical names, cumbersome though they may be.

This seems to be the only possible solution for people who take plants seriously, who want to speak or write about them, to order them without chance of error, or to grow them. Experienced gardeners insist on knowing what is being offered in nurseries or sold, and she writes of them with great knowledge and affection. However, after discussing the old custom of giving the same name to several different plants, and many different names to the same plant (fifty-six names have been recorded for the marsh marigold or *Caltha palustris*!), she admits that we must indeed learn the botanical names, cumbersome though they may be.

Elizabeth Lawrence loved the "sweet country names" of flowers and shrubs, and Louise Beebe Wilder has a chapter on plant names in her book, *Colour in My Garden* (1918). She was concerned lest the charming old familiar names of plants be lost, and she writes of them with great knowledge and affection. However, after discussing the old custom of giving the same name to several different plants, and many different names to the same plant (fifty-six names have been recorded for the marsh marigold or *Caltha palustris*!), she admits that we must indeed learn the botanical names, cumbersome though they may be.

This seems to be the only possible solution for people who take plants seriously, who want to speak or write about them, to order them without chance of error, or to grow them. Experienced gardeners insist on knowing what is being offered in nursery catalogs. Any nurseryman who offers something simply as "winterberry" should specify whether it is *Ilex verticillata* or *Erythronium radicans* 'Erecta'.

---

If you say SY-klam-en and I say SIK-la-men for Cyclamen, it is mainly a matter of personal preference.
Both of which are referred to by that name, though they are two quite different plants. Some less conscientious nurserymen seem even to be inventing common names for plants, further confusing the situation. Many garden plants don't possess common names in English since our gardens today include plants from all over the world, and even if we knew what people in their countries of origin called them we would not have gained anything.

It appears that we should familiarize ourselves with botanical names as the only way out of the confusion. Many gardeners accept this in theory, but feel that they are not capable of learning botanical nomenclature. Actually, there are probably very few people who are not able to learn plant names once they drop their resistance. If you are a serious gardener and are really interested in plants, as you work with them and read about them their names lodge themselves in your head without much conscious effort.

Some people don't try to learn plant names because they think they couldn't pronounce them even if they could spell them. But the main thing is to be able to recognize the names in print. Of course none of us likes to make mistakes—we're afraid of sounding silly or ignorant. But just as in learning a foreign language, we've got to charge ahead courageously and use the words we've learned, even if we say them wrong, or we'll never speak the knowledge that even the authorities themselves in your head without much conscious effort.

A Gardener's Book of Plant Names, which has been out of print for some time. It is a charming, easy-to-read reference book that not only explains the whole system of plant nomenclature but supplies, here and there, amusing anecdotal material along with the instruction. When you look up Halesia, the silverbell tree, you'll learn that it was named for the Reverend Stephen Hales (1677-1761), who not only contributed to our knowledge of plant pathology but who conducted experiments with blood pressure, with the cooperation of a white mare, one Sunday morning. One wonders why he wasn't delivering a sermon instead!

Colonel Smith says that the first classification of plants, that of family groups, is of more interest to botanists than to ordinary gardeners, as the name of the plant family is not included in the name of the individual plant. The names that are important to us are those of a plant's genus and species. For example, Campanula (from the Latin campa or bell) is a genus which includes around 300 species of bell flowers. A campanula can be a four-inch back-of-the-border plant or a tiny rock garden creature no bigger than a pincushion, or it may refer to something in between, different in size, shape, habit, and preference. If you don't know that Campanula medium is a biennial, three to four inches tall, and Campanula tommasiniana is a three- to four-inch rock-garden perennial, you're going to have trouble ordering, at least from seed exchange lists. You can't pick just any campanula.

Some of the genus and species names are in Latin and Greek and some are in a sort of fake Latin—Latinized names of people and places. Some species names contain information about the plant—its color, size, shape, or place of origin. If you learn some of the meanings of these words it helps you to recognize these plants. Thus, albus means white; hirsutus, hairy; glaucus, having a white powdery coating or bloom. Macro is large or long; phyllus has to do with leaves. The species name glaucophylus therefore tells you that the plant has gray or bluish-green leaves, while macrophyllus indicates that its leaves are long or large.

When the species names reveal the place of origin, such as pratensis, from the fields; montanus, of the mountains; saxatilis, found among rocks; or palaestris, swamp-loving, you are immediately instructed as...
to the site preference of your plant. You'll put Salvia pratensis out in the open, Myosotis palustris in a wettish spot, Alyssum montanum and Aurinia saxatilis on a rock wall. You will know that Anemone sylvestris wants a bit of shade, as sylvestris means that it grows in the woods. Everything begins to make sense. Well, almost everything.

Most plants have only two names, that of the genus and that of the species, but some have three when further identification is required, either because the plant is a distinct variety of the species or it is a special garden cultivar. We have, for instance, Aster (genus) alpinus (species). Then we have a plant called Aster alpinus garibaldi, the last name indicating that it is a variety or subspecies of Aster alpinus, with enough differences to make it special but not enough to call it a separate species. Aster alpinus 'Dark Beauty', on the other hand, means that this form either has been produced by hand pollination of various alpine asters or it is reproduced vegetatively from a special form of the aster that someone discovered or developed. Cultivars, closed in single quotation marks, except in catalogs or plant lists. These plants, as a rule, do not come true from seed but must be propagated vegetatively by means of cuttings, division, or layering. Cultivars can also be hybrids, which are sometimes, but not always, indicated by "X," as in Aebilica X 'Moonshine'.

I will not go here into the system of agreement in gender of the species names with the generic names, which are masculine, feminine, or neuter. Colonel Smith makes it all plain; after you've read it you know why a white gasplant is called Dicentra alba, but a white gentian is Gentiana alba.

There is one thing about this business of plant names that doesn't make sense, and that is the fact that taxonomists are so often changing them. One assumes that they're not amusing themselves, that it's all done in the interests of greater accuracy or in order to correct a faulty classification. But I know of at least one case where they've made things murkier instead of clearer—the case of French tarragon, which has been for many years Artemisia dracunculus or A. drancunculus var. sativa, while the worthless Russian or Siberian tarragon was Artemisia redowskii. Then, a few years ago, the word came down from on high that they were both to be called A. dracunculus. Hortus Third says "variety sativa is listed." After years of trying to keep my herb customers straightened out I felt pretty cross—still do, actually. Now I tell the novices that if their plant sets seed, it's the Siberian interloper and they should chuck it out and get the one that has to be divided and grown from cuttings, since it (the good one) is sterile.

Many other changes are almost as irritating. Dianthus caesius changed to D. gratianopolitanus, and Clematis paniculata, it appears from the catalog I got last year, has become C. maximowicziana, of all the outrages. If the taxonomists want a project, a really useful assignment, why don't they sit down and think of a new name for our poor native blue lobelia, which has been struggling along all these years burdened with the embarrassing name of Lobelia siphilitica?

—Elisabeth Sheldon

Elisabeth Sheldon manages a small perennial nursery in Lansing, New York.
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**ORCHID GROWING ILLUSTRATED**
*Brian & Wilma Rittershausen*
Turn on your garden to grow beautiful orchids! This complete guide is packed with 249 photos (96 in full color) and details on potting, watering, feeding, pest and disease control and general care. 190 pages (61 in color). Hardcover Retail $24.95. AH members $22.45

**INDOOR BONSAI**
*Paul Lesniewicz*
Every step in growing and shaping the vast varieties of miniature trees is here including mini bonsai trees only 3 - 6 inches tall. Practical tips on care, pests, pruning, wiring and more. Plus spectacular full-color photos show you how to create an ancient-looking indoor forest. 226 pages (64 in color). Paperback Retail $12.95. AH members $11.65

**IKEBANA SPIRIT AND TECHNIQUE**
*Shusai Komoda & Harut Pointer*
Bring the harmony and tranquility of Japan Travel free flower arranging to your home. Learn both the technique and the spirit of this ancient art form in 92 step-by-step lessons, beautifully illustrated with over 500 diagrams and 32 pages of breathtaking color to make it easy—even for beginners—to create ikedens that delight the senses with the true spirit of oriental style. 224 pages (32 in color). Paperback Retail $14.95. AH Members $13.45

**ORCHIDS IN COLOR**
*Brian & Wilma Rittershausen*
Lavishly illustrated with over 100 full-color orchid portraits, this book on how to plant and care for orchids is a coffee table classic. Opposite each photo is a discussion of the genus and pedigree of each plant, plus graphic description on plant structure including bulb formation, pattern of foliage, structure of flower spires and new growth. 192 pages. Paperback Retail $19.95. AH members $17.65

**AN IRISH HERBAL**
*John K'Eoghan*
Cure whatever ails you with this 250-year-old cure book straight from the old country! Every Irish plant, herb, flower, shrub and tree is illustrated with brilliant color photos. Here is how you can prepare them for medicinal use. The charm and essence of the original text comes through in a modern language edition which clarifies the obscure Latin and Irish words and phrases. 256 pages (112 in color). Hardcover Retail $8.95. AH members $8.05

**GARETS AND OTHER GARDEN STRUCTURE DESIGNS**
*Janet and Richard Strombeck*
The most comprehensive collection of gardening ideas ever published. Hundreds of pictures of charming garden structures. Millers of the best and easiest designs—Victorian, Traditional, Rustic, Oriental and Modern—plus designs for 7 classic actors and 13 "showstoppers." (Perfect for sharing a sandbox, plastic table and more.) Also includes plans for 18 bird feeders and houses. 96 pages. Paperback Retail $8.95. AH members $8.05

**ROCK GARDENS THROUGH THE YEAR**
*Karl Foerster*
Here are detailed descriptions of over 1000 plants and tips for growing them in your climate in this updated edition of a world renowned classic. 50 all-new full-color pages show different planting in their natural habitat. Also included 150 locale maps showing where you can find each plant growing in the wild around the world. 320 pages (all in color). Hardcover Retail $29.95. AH members $26.95

**POCKET ENCYCLOPAEDIA OF CACTI IN COLOUR**
*Edgar & Brian Lamb*
A color filled pocket-sized identification guide for over 350 species of cacti. Clear instructions plus 326 full-color photos cover every aspect of cultivation from soil, watering, & pests to preventive propagation, pollination and growing from seed. Perfect for both new hobbyists and well-seasoned enthusiasts: 224 pages (12 in color). Paperback Retail $12.95. AH members $11.65

**COMPLETE BOOK OF HERBS AND HERB GROWING**
*Roy Genders*
Herbs are the建档立卡 for salads, tea, fresheners, ointments, cosmetics, and pan notes. This treasury of facts and folklore is packed with information on raising herbs, planning a garden and herbalized stories surrounding over 100 popular herbs. Line illustrations and full-color photos make identification easy. 170 pages (74 in color). Paperback Retail $9.95. AH members $8.95

**ORDER FORM**
Prepaid orders to the attention of Sterling Publishing Co., Inc., Two Park Avenue, New York, NY 10016. Orders must be received by 5/17/98. Price includes postage and handling. Payment must accompany all orders. No C.O.D. orders. Price & availability subject to change without notice. Supplies limited. Special purchase orders unavailable.

Name ____________________________
Address __________________________
City __________________ State ________ Zip __________

**Pricing**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>QTY.</th>
<th>TITLE</th>
<th>PRICING</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
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</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
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</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Most container plant failure—and death—comes from over-watering. The drowning roots can’t absorb water or the nutrients they need. The plant suffocates.

But when you use Oxygen Plus, you deliver vital oxygen and essential nutrients right to the roots. No other plant food, no emulsion, no spike, no ordinary fertilizer can match the performance of Oxygen Plus.

Proven in university tests, and praised by professional horticulturists and happy gardeners all over the country, Oxygen Plus helps your plants look better, grow better and thrive.

Oxygen Plus. It's the breath of life for your plants.

Look for Oxygen Plus at your quality lawn and garden retailer, wherever garden products are sold—or send for your FREE brochure: The Truth About Plant Foods.

PLANT RESEARCH LABORATORIES
P.O. Box 3976
Laguna Hills, CA 92654
(714) 731-0153
Sanguinaria canadensis
Sambucus racemosa
Salvia lyrata
Stellaria pubera
Spiraea
Silene virginicum
Shepherdia argentea
Labiatae
Rhododendron labradoricum
Rhamnus cathartica
Phlox
Paonia
Weigela florida
Viola labradorica
Viburnum</div>

Hypoxis hirsuta
ilex verticillata
Iris kaempferi
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Hypoxis hirsuta
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lob-yew-LARE-i-a ma-RIT-i-ma
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Myosotis sylvatica
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THATCHED ROOF BIRD HOUSES

Made in England by "cottage industry," The Thatched Roof Bird Houses have the charm of Folk-craft...one of those pleasant touches that make the English Gardens famous. The house is a rustic hollowed cusk to customer: "...my thatched bird house is the talk of the neighborhood." Only 18.95 each. Shipping $2.00

The Walt Nicke Company
P.O. Box 433A, 36 McLeod Lane
Topsfield, MA 01983

ALPINE AND ROCK GARDEN
Hardy, Beautiful. Semprevivums and Sedums. Introductory Order 10.80, Different, Named. Catalog $.50. JIM AND IRENE RUSS, QUALITY PLANTS, HCR1 Box 6450, Buell Road, Igo, CA 96047.

AROID SOCIETY
Interest in Anthuriums, Dieffenbachias, Philodendrons, etc. Join the International Aroid Society: Monthly Newsletter, Quarterly Journals. Dues $15, Annually. Write-INTERNATIONAL AROID SOCIETY, PO Box 43-1853, Miami, FL 33143.

THE AVANT GARDENER
DIFFERENT, EXCITING, GREAT FUN TO READ—for the gardener who wants to get more out of gardening! Subscribe to THE AVANT GARDENER, the most useful, most quoted of all gardening publications. Every month this unique news service brings you the newest and most practical on-going information—new plants, products, techniques, with sources, plus feature articles, special issues, 20th year. Awarded Garden Club of America and Massachusetts Horticultural Society Medals for outstanding contributions to horticulture. Curious? Sample copy $1. Serious? $10 full year (reg. $15). THE AVANT GARDENER, Box 489M, New York, NY 10028.

AZALEAS & RHODODENDRONS
HARDY AZALEAS & RHODODENDRONS: Northern grown and acclimated, Proven hardy here without winter protection. Big sizes! Big selection! Personal service! Two Year Catalog Subscription: $2.00 (deductible). CARLSON'S GARDENS, Box 305-AHA488, South Salem, NY 10590. (914) 763-5988.

BONSAI
Bonsai Plants, Pots, Tools, Books, Supplies. Great Hobby or Business. Catalog $1.00. BONSAI FARM, Box 130, Laverna, TX 78121.

BOOKS
UNFINDABLE BOOKS FOUND FREE: For our free and indefatigable search service, just send us your "hard-to-find" book wants. No obligation. BOOKFINDERS GENERAL, INC. Dept. V, Box 857, Madison Square Station, New York, NY 10159-0817.


Out of print, scarce and antiquarian gardening and botanical books. Catalogs issued regularly. Write to WHEELBARROW BOOKS, 22, Brangwyn Avenue, Brighton, Sussex, BN1, 8XG, England.

BROMELIADS
TILLANDSIA—GROW WITHOUT SOIL. Large selection available on our Free Price List. Best Selection! Wholesale, Retail. Mail order. HOLLADAY JUNGE, Dept. B, PO Box 5727, Fresno, California 93755 (209) 229-9858.

BULBS

CACTI
ATTRACTIVE AND UNUSUAL CACTI, LITHOPS, and other succulents all seed grown. Government license; ship anywhere. Informative catalog $2.00 (refundable). REDLO CACTI, 2315 Northwest Circle Blvd., Corvallis, OR 97330.

CACTUS
Winter Hardy Cactus to minus 20°. Many varieties. Send stamp for price list. INTER-MOUNTAIN CACTUS, 2344 South Redwood Road, Salt Lake City Utah 84119.

CARNIVOROUS PLANTS
Carnivorous, woodland terrarium plants and supplies. Mail-order. THE WORLD OF CARNIVOROUS PLANTS, $8.95 postpaid. Catalog FREE. PETER PAULS NURSERIES, Canandaigua, NY 14424.

SPECTACULAR CULTIVATED CARNIVORES! Informative Illustrated Catalog $1.00. Colorful "Carnivorous Plants" book plus catalog $8.00 postpaid. WIP; Box 76713-C; Marietta, GA 30067.

CATALOGS
PERENNIALS, HERBS, GROUNDCOVERS: Field Grown. Descriptive catalog $2.00 (refundable); list, $.50 SASE. A GROWING CONCERN, 4990 W. Donna Drive, Brown Deer, WI 53223.

CATALOGUE RESOURCES. Seeking a specific plant or plant group? We prepare a list of catalogues offering your selection. We are reliable, using 1988 nationwide catalogues to prepare your list. ALPINES, ANNUALS, FRUITS, HERBS, PERENNIALS, SHRUBS, TREES, VEGETABLES, VINES. $4.00 each (refundable if unable to locate). CATALOGUE RESOURCES, 7180 N. 82nd Plaza, Dept. 101, Omaha, NE 68122.

DAFFODILS
Unusual Daffodil varieties specializing in hybridizing development of new pinks and species
The Home Property

“Clean-up Machine”!

Burning, Hauling or Hiding Yard Debris!

The Troy-Bilt TOMAHAWK® Chipper/Shredder is the fastest, easiest way to dispose of all the leaves, limbs, brush and other yard wastes you need to get rid of to keep your property looking its best!

- Dispose of downed limbs - turn branches up to 3” thick into attractive wood chip mulch.
- Clean up fallen leaves - reduce their volume, while turning them into a useful, compost-like plant food almost instantly.
- Eliminate ugly brush, prunings, suckers - drop them in...out comes finely shredded mulch for controlling weeds in your gardens!
- Revolutionary UPRIGHT design has TWICE the speed of bulky, old-style chipper/shredders, and stores in nearly HALF the floor space.

Also available in Canada

NOW...BY MAIL!

Unusual, Hard-To-Find Flower Arranging Supplies:

Tool, Techniques, Tricks of the Trade

SPECIAL OFFER—MAKES A GREAT GIFT:

The Original Stem Stripper

A unique tool for removing thorns and leaves from stems.

only $9.95 ea including postage & handling

Catalog...$1.00

M.C. & VISA ACCEPTED

The Keth Company
PO. Box 645
Corona del Mar, California 92625

FREE

Bulb Catalog

From Quality Dutch Bulbs

- Save up to 55% on the World's best bulbs direct from Holland.
- Choose from many varieties of Tulips, Iris, Daffodils and more.
- Large format in full color with easy to read descriptions.

ORDER YOUR FREE CATALOG TODAY!

Mail To: Quality Dutch Bulbs Inc.
P.O. Box 225, 50 Lake Drive
Hilldale, New Jersey 07842

Please send me your free 1988 Catalog.

Name ____________________________
Address ____________________________
City ____________________________ State Zip ____________
CLASSIFIEDS

7-10 or send outline of hand. $8.50 postpaid.
PUTNAM'S, Box 295C, Wilton, NH 03086.

GIFTS AND HOME DECOR

HANDPAINTED FLORAL DESIGNS ON PILLOWS, QUILTS, AND TABLECLOTHS. Victorian Botanical illustrations and country garden stencils in decorator colors. Catalog $1.00. CACTUS FLOWER DESIGN, 21 Dudley Avenue, Wenrick, CA 90291.

GREENHOUSE ACCESSORIES


GREENHOUSES


HOOP HOUSE GREENHOUSE KITS FOR UNDER $299. For colorful brochure and grower’s supply catalog, send $1.00 to: FOX HILL FARM, Dept. A-48, 20 Lawrence Street, Rockville, CT 06066; 203/875-6676.

GROUND COVERS

QUALITY GROUND COVERS AND PERENNIALS. Agropodium, Ives, Lamiums, Pachysandra, Plumbago, Primrose, Sedums, Vincas. Over 100 varieties. GILSON GARDENS, Dept. AH, PO Box 277, Perry, Ohio 44081.

HEATHS & HEATHERS

HARDY HEATHERS FOR ALL-YEAR-GARDEN COLOR! Send SASE for descriptive mail-order list. Fast Service! HEATHER GROWERS, Box 850, Elma, WA 98541.

HELP WANTED

Horticulturist required to produce an orderly and practical, yet spectacular landscape around large estate house. Other property will need similar layout later. Must have extensive previous experience. Both farms in Central Virginia. Accommodation & compensation negotiable. Call (804) 978-1455.

OLD WESTBURY GARDENS is seeking applications for experienced gardeners in the areas of 1) general landscape maintenance; 2) cutting garden planning, planting and maintenance; and 3) herbaceous perennial maintenance. Salary commensurate with experience. Contact Robert Bowden, Director, Horticulture and Operations, Box 430, Old Westbury, NY 11568. Call (516) 333-0048. Available immediately.

HERBS


HOSTAS

CHOICE SELECTION. CATALOG $2.00. SAVORY’S GREENHOUSES AND GARDENS, Hybrids and Growers, 5300 Whiting Ave., Edina, MN 55433 (612) 941-8735.

HOUSE PLANTS

LOW-LIGHT INDOOR EXOTICS. Dwarf Lady Palms, Grape Ivy, Sago Palms, Ming Aralias, Fine Pottery, 32-page catalog $1. RHAPIS GARDENS, P.O. Box 287-A, Gregory, TX 77859.

GRANDS, GESNERIADS, BEGONIAS, CACTI & SUCCULENTS. Visitors welcome. 1988-89 catalog $2.00. LAURY OF SALISBURY, Rt. 41 (Undermountain Rd.), Salisbury, CT 06068 (203) 433-2263.

INDOOR-OUTDOOR GARDENING SUPPLIES

“FREE CATALOG”—“LOWEST PRICES”... Pots, baskets, flats, packs, labels, pens, etc... 2 Stamps ... Postage ... PLANT COLLECTIONS, 103F Kenview, Buffalo, NY 14217.

IRIS


JAPANESE FLOWER ARRANGING

JAPANESE FLOWER ARRANGING: Bi-

SUPERCHARGE YOUR POTTING MIX WITH . . .

Green Scene™

PLUS

ONLY $9.97

for economical 6 oz. size

Great for indoor plants, transplanting, gardens

- Time-releases water AND nutrients
- Balanced 5-5-5 fertilizer
- So easy to use, just add to potting mix
- Controls overwatering
- Keeps mix from packing down

- Crosslinked polymer and fertilizer (soft contact lens material)
- Promotes vigorous, balanced growth
- Balanced 5-5-5 formula for any plant
- Releases water and nutrients on demand
- Aerates potting mix, reduces compaction
- Promotes steady feeding for steady growth
- A Patented Performer for Perfect Plants
- Great for new plantings and established growth, too

- Patented time-release formula reduces transplant shock
- Patented formula guards against “wet heel” and “root rot”
- Highly absorbent — no more overwatering
- Feeds your plants even if you forget to
- Absorbs many times its weight in water
- Stores many times its weight in water
- Stores moisture and nutrients for on-demand feeding
- Take a vacation from constant plant care with . . .

Order Today

$9.97 postpaid USA

Ohio residents add 6% sales tax

GREEN SCENE, INC.
P. O. Box 236
Hudson, Ohio 44236
216-656-1102
monthly newsletter devoted to study and practical application. $12/yr. Editor Potovsky, 44 Lane Park, Brighton, MA 02133.

JAPANESE IRIS
Also DAVILILIES, PEONIES, HOSTAS, SIBERIAN IRIS. 1988 catalog $1.00 (refundable).
CAPRICE FARM NURSERY, 15425 SW Pleasant Hill, Sherwood, OR 97140. (503) 625-7241.

NEW PLANTS WANTED
Expanding S. California Ornamental Nursery with national marketing capabilities seeks new or unusual plant selections or varieties that can be tested, licensed or patented. Please contact (415) 461-3820 or write to: William P. Mott, Suite 240, 908 Larkspur Landing Circle, Larkspur, CA 94939.

NURSERY STOCK

BABY EVERGREENS, SEEDLINGS, RHODODENDRON, AZALEAS, FLOWERING SHRUBS, SHADE TREES. LARGE ASSORTMENT OF RARE AND STANDARD PLANTS. CATALOG FREE. GIRAR NURSERY SERIES, BOX 428, GENEVA, OH 44041.

PERENNIALS
We offer a good selection of sturdy plants. Send $1.00 for Plant List (refundable). CAMELOT NORTH, R2, Pequot Lakes, MN 56472.

ULTRA-HARDY PERENNIALS, GROUND COVERS. Speciality: Frost and drought tolerant species. Complete selection of herbs. Catalog, $2; refundable. JOYCE’S GARDEN, 64640 Redmond Bend Highway, Bend, OR 97701.

Hostas, Perennials, Helleborous, Wildflowers, for the South. List $1.00. PICCADILLY FARM, 1971 Whippoorwill Road, Bishop, CA 93514.

NEW, INEXPENSIVE way to buy perennials. Specialists in growing and improving perennials guarantee you the finest plants ever offered—same as used by professional nurseries. Send for FREE Bluestone catalog, lists more than 300 varieties, plus information on care and growing. BLUESTONE PERENNIALS, 7261 Middle Ridge, Madison, OH 44057.


PLANTERS

Lilypons Water Gardens
1868 Ambort Road
P. O. Box 10
Lilypons, Maryland 21717-0010
See our ad inside front cover.

AZALEAS AND RHODODENDRONS
Azaleas in July and June
Need no longer seem pie in the sky—'
Carlson’s Postcards' will bring
You an encore to Spring
When the usual kinds have gone by!

CARLSON’S
GARDENS
OF VERSES

COMMERCIAL
ORDER FORM

SPECIALIZING IN — the rare and unique
Rhododendrons, Dwarf Conifers,
Japanese Maples, Lewisia, companion plants.
Azaleas, Bonsai Material
Flowering Trees and Shrubs

Good selection of
unusual Horticulture Books

Color catalog describes, prices over 2000 plants. Widely recognized as a valuable reference book. $2.00.

1880 Goodpasture Island Road
EUGENE, OREGON 97401
Dept. AH — (503) 686-8866
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PLANTS—SCARCE AND UNUSUAL
Aucuba japonica (Chinese Evergreen) $19.95
Amelanchier alnifolia var. leucodermis—6" 15.95. Ready for Spring delivery. Catalog $1.00 refundable. WAVERCREST NURSERY, 2509 Lakeshore Drive, Panniville, MI 49408, 616-543-4175.
PLUMERIA, GINGERS, HIBISCUS, BOUGAINVILLAES
ALSO RARE AND UNUSUAL BULBS, FLOWERING VINES, FRAGRANT PLANTS, SPECIALTIES FERTILIZERS AND MORE. COLOR CATALOG—$1.00 HANDBOOK ON PLUMERIAS—$4.95. PLUMERIA PEOPLE, DEPT. A, PO Box 80014, Houston, TX 77282-0014.
RARE FRUIT
YOU WILL ENJOY THESE BENEFITS when you become a member of the Indoor Citrus and Rare Fruit Society: a twenty-four page quarterly newsletter that chronicles the growing interest in and acceptance of rare fruit; books that relate to the indoor citrus and rare fruit are reviewed and discounted to members; each issue contains an offer of free seeds of citrus and rare fruit; and find service for seeds and plants; a thirty-two page booklet entitled Garden Books Around the World with 100 book reviews, rare and hard to find books. U.S. and Canada $15 per year. Other countries $18. Write to IC&RFS, 176 Coronado Avenue, Los Altos, CA 94022.
RARE PLANTS
RARE, UNUSUAL PLANTS—otherwise commercially unavailable; baronic collections, landscaping, home, office—140 Bamboo, 300 Palms, 100 Cycads, Horticultural Rarities, 1000 Books. Three dangerously crammed seasonal catalogs $5. ENDANGERED SPECIES, Box 1830-A, Tucson, California 92680.
RHODODENDRONS
RHODODENDRONS for Eastern Gardens, Free descriptive catalog. CARDINAL NURSERY, RT. 1 Box 316M, State Road, NC 28676. (919) 934-7937.
RHODODENDRONS & AZALEAS
RHODODENDRONS AND AZALEAS—Select from 1,000 varieties with many new exciting introductions. Also Laurel, Andromeda, Holly, Conifers, Rare Plants and Trees. Mail-order catalog $2.00. ROSLYN NURSERY, Dept. AH, Box 69, Roslyn, NY 11576. (516) 643-9347.
ROCK GARDEN PLANTS
Rare Alpine, Wildflowers, Dwarf Conifers, Groundcovers, colorful Rock Plants, hardy Rhododendrons, Bonsai Books. Catalog $1. RICE CREEK GARDENS, 1315 66th Ave. NE, Minneapolis, MN 55412. (612) 574-4197.
ROSES
HARD TO FIND ROSES, old and new varieties including the HT Maid of Honour. List on request $2.00. HORTICO, INC., R.R. #1, Waterdown, Ontario LOR 2H0 (416) 689-6984.
SEEDS
RARE PETER PEPPER Realistic shape, hot, delicious. Send $3.00 S.A.S.E. A. ALFREY, Box 415, Knoxville, TN 37901.
SEMPERVIVUM & SEDUM
HEN & CHICKS Over 400 varieties, PLUS 75 Sedums. Sampler 12/$10.45 Catalog $.50. FREE with order. ALPINE GARDENS, 15920 A SW. Oberst, Sherwood, OR 97140.
UNUSUAL PLANTS
RARE SUCCCULENTS, EUPHORBIA, CAUDICIFORMS, SANSEVIERIAS, LOW LIGHT PLANTS, OTHER EXOTICA. Catalog and periodical newsletters $1.50 deductible from 1st order. SINGERS', 17806 Plummer St., Northridge, CA 91325.
WATERLILIES
"WATER GARDENING is our Specialty" Waterlilies, Lotos, Aquatic Plants, everything you need. Ponds, Liners, Fountains. Catalog $1.50, F.R.E.E with order. WICKLEIN'S WALTER GARDENS, Dept. A, 1820 Cromwell Bridge Road, Baltimore, MD 21234 (301) 823-1335.
WATER LILIES. Send $2.00 for a complete WATER GARDEN CATALOG from the oldest water garden specialist in America. WILLIAM TRICKER, INC., Dept. AH, 7125 Tanglewood Drive, Independence, OH 44131. (216) 324-3491.
WILDFLOWERS
UNCONVENTIONAL, RARE AND FAMILLAR NATIVE WILDFLOWERS AND CULTIVATED PERENNIALS for formal or naturalistic areas. Top quality nursery propagated plants. Free list of mail-order plants or descriptive catalog $3.00. NICHE GARDENS, Rte. 1, Box 290, Dept. A, Chapel Hill, NC 27516.
HIGHEST QUALITY, NURSERY-GROWN WILDFLOWERS and FERNS for northern/ southern gardens, sun/shade, wet/dry, or problem areas. Information packed booklet (send $1.00) gives growing instructions, plant descriptions, ideas for landscape uses, plant combinations. SUNLIGHT GARDENS, Rt. 1, Box 600A (AFLS), Andersonville, TN 37705.
YAKU HYBRIDS
Sources

Wild Ginger

Wild ginger is available from the following companies.
Louisiana Nursery, Dept. AH, Rt. 7, P.O. Box 43, Opelousas, LA 70570, catalog $3.50.
Mo's Greenhouses, 185 Swan River Road, Bigfork, MT 59911.
Passiflora, P.O. Box 59, Germantown, NC 27019, catalog $1.00.
Shady Oaks Nursery, Dept. AH, 700 19th Ave. NE, Waseca, MN 56093, catalog $1.00.
Siskiyou Rare Shady Woodlanders, Inc., Dept. AH, 1128 Colonel Ave., Aiken, SC 29801, catalog free with two first-class stamps and self-addressed legal-size envelope.

Of Cabbages, Kings, and Kohlrabi

The plants discussed in this article are available from the following mail-order companies.
Cooper's Garden, 212 West County Rd. C, Roseville, MN 55113, catalog free with one first-class stamp.
Laurie's Garden, 41886 McKenzie Highway, Springfield, OR 97478, catalog free with stamped, self-addressed envelope.
Lilypons Water Gardens, Dept. AH, 6800 Lilypons Road, P.O. Box 10, Lilypons, MD 21717-0010, catalog $4.00.
Woodlanders, Inc., Dept. AH, 1128 Colonel Ave., Aiken, SC 29801, catalog free with two first-class stamps and self-addressed legal-size envelope.

A Salute to the Flag

Please send more information on the Mantis Tiller/Cultivator and your Full-Month Trial to:
Carmine Labriola Contracting Corp.
Providing Horticultural Services to Corporate Landscapes.
200 Johnson Road • Scarsdale, New York 10583
(914) 723-0600

A Beginner’s City Garden

Plants mentioned in this article are available from the following companies.
Carroll Gardens, Dept AH, P.O. Box 310, 444 East Main St., Westminster, MD 21157, catalog $2.00.
The Crownsville Nursery, P.O. Box 797, Crownsville, MD 21032, catalog $2.00.
Klehm Nursery, Dept. AH, Route 5, Box 197, South Barrington, IL 60010, catalog $2.00.
Lamb Nurseries, Dept. AH, East 101 Sharp Avenue, Spokane, WA 99202, catalog $1.00.
Montrose Nursery, Dept. AH, P.O. Box 957, Hillsborough, NC 27278, catalog $1.00.
Rice Creek Gardens, Dept. AH, 1315 66th Ave. NE, Minneapolis, MN 55432, catalog $1.00.
Wayside Gardens, Dept. AH, Hodges, SC 29655, catalog $1.00.

Providing Horticultural Services

Two positions for trained, educated, and experienced working horticulturists at the 150-acre PepsiCo Sculpture Gardens. The two positions are: 1. Specialist in ornamental horticulture and woodland gardens. 2. Propagator/Grower of herbaceous & woody plants, seasonal flowers and orchid collection. Excellent benefits. Please send resume and salary history to:
Carmine Labriola Contracting Corp.
Providing Horticultural Services to Corporate Landscapes.
200 Johnson Road • Scarsdale, New York 10583
(914) 723-0600

Don’t Buy A Big Tiller For A Small Job!

Buy A Mantis!

Mantis weighs just 20 lbs. (women and older gardeners love it)!
Simply turning a 800-lb. tiller in a backyard garden is a challenge. Mantis starts with a flick of the wrist ... turns on a dime ... and weeds between narrow rows and along fence lines.
The Mantis takes the work out of growing flowers and vegetables ... so you can have more time to enjoy the results!
Most big tillers were designed to just till. Mantis was designed from the beginning for a variety of useful attachments. Tiller, Weeder, Furrower, Edger. Lawn Aerator, Lawn De-Thatcher, Hedge Trimmer.
Best of all, Mantis costs a fraction of what you will pay for a big tiller.

Full-Month In-Your-Garden Trial!
Mantis has a Lifetime Warranty on the engine. And a Full Month In-Your-Garden Trial (if you don’t like it, we’ll take it back and give you a full refund).

Early Order Bonus! CALL 1-800/344-4030 (In PA 1-800/942-2052)
MIKADO™

THE SPLENDOR OF THE ORIENT IN SCARLET, PINK AND GOLD.

MIKADO™ is a beautiful, free-flowering rose of striking red color with a plant of unusual health and vigor. A rewarding rose that’s a pleasure to grow.

NOW AVAILABLE
From Nurseries, Garden Stores and Landscape Professionals Everywhere.